With our Editoria Italiana Online and Edición Española Online digital collections, we aim to offer a multidisciplinary coverage of the many subject areas and publishing houses represented in the Torrossa Digital Library.

Our long experience and considerable expertise in the selection of academic titles for Approval Plan mean that we are able to compile well balanced collections of research level publications, taking into account the following criteria:

- quality of content
- collection pricing policy
- individual publisher's pricing policy
- licence conditions
- individual publisher's contract terms
- number of titles published in the timespan of selection

Titles selected for inclusion are high quality research publications, including monographs but also conference proceedings and collective volumes, produced both by well-known publishing houses and by highly specialised but lesser-known publishers. In order to provide a wider coverage across intellectual levels, some more informative works are also included. Publications selected are primarily concerned with the Humanities - such as Literature, Philosophy, History, Archaeology - and Social Sciences - such as Sociology, Economics, Law, Educational Science - as these are the areas most representative of the scholarly publishing output in Italy and Spain.

All of these criteria are analysed first using automated processes that propose titles matching the required criteria; the machine-made proposals are then validated by our expert selectors.

A final review of the collection catalogues in their entirety is made before publication to ensure that the selected titles meet the requirements of subscribing libraries and respect both the overall profile of the collection and the agreements in place with each individual publisher.

Each year the collections increase not only in terms of the number of publications included but also in the number of scholarly publishers represented.